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Motivation 

“I don’t feel motivated”

-Student

In the words of the

Great 

Lionel RICHIE

“HELLO”

Let’s meet 

today’s 

Motivational 

Speakers

Why aren’t Students 

Motivated?

❏Bored

❏“Don’t see the point”

❏Scared of failure

❏Don’t understand material

❏They’re really Tired

Why should Students Be 

Motivated?

❖Class is interesting

❖There is a point

❖Practice makes perfect

❖They can understand material

❖They’re not THAT Tired…?
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MOTIVATION: 

What Makes Us Tick

1. Intrinsic Motivation-truly enjoying 

the activity of lawn maintenance 

2.  Extrinsic Motivation-getting a 

cupcake for cutting the lawn 

The Triforce:

Three Keys to Motivation
Progres

s

Relevance Safety

Progress Progress

What: The students experience improvement in their language ability 

(reading, writing, speaking or listening skills). There is a sense of 

accumulated knowledge or skills, as well as evidence that their 

effort is “paying off.”

Why: Learning a language is very difficult and it is often 

challenging to notice progress especially in terms of self 

evaluation. There is nothing more encouraging than getting better.

What can we do to encourage 

Progress?

Create tangible progress

Create smaller and obtainable goals

Call out progress when you see it

Relevance
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Relevance

What: Teaching English that is useful, generates interest and is 

worth knowing. Creating content that the students perceive to be 

worth their own time and effort.

Why: To draw and hold the student's attention, keep them engaged both 

inside and outside the classroom, as well as to develop self-regulated and 

motivated learners

Keeping It Real (Relevant) 

Creating relevance in not inherently interesting content

Utility value (short and long term)

Teacher-Student relations

Be wary of attention Drawers

Relevant Examples of relevance

Communication time for students to talk about their interests

Role play, (i.e. everyday english situations)

Cultural Exchange (Show English is applicable)

-Ed Hans

S

A

F

E

T

Y

Safety

What: A student should feel comfortable taking chances, making 

mistakes, and asking for help. Teachers and other students should be 

seen as sources of support and encouragement.

Why: In order to learn a foreign language it is essential to be 

willing to make mistakes, as well as ask for help. Fear of failure 

and being embarrassed are some of the biggest obstacles to 

participation

Fostering Safety in the Classroom

Consistency

Lead by example

“Yes, and…” vs. “No, actually…”

Embrace Mistakes

Enforce safety!!!!!
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Motivation by class type

Quiet Class
✘ Guided discussion

✘ Physical movement

✘ Groups > whole class

✘ Wait time

✘ Change seating

✘ Change up routine

Loud Class
✘ Friendly competition

✘ Active content in 

moderation

✘ Focus the energy

✘ Groups!

How to Motivate Motivation

safety relevance progress

Thank You!

Any questions?
You can find us at

Garrett:  g3stanford@gmail.com
Ed: hans.edward1@gmail.com


